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TOP TAKEAWAYS

Private Company Corporate Governance Best Practices

1. Since many business decisions play out between board meetings, a key to successful private company corporate
governance is good communication between the CEO and directors outside the boardroom. This is especially true
when regularly scheduled board meetings occur less frequently. Without such communication, board meetings too
often can turn into reporting sessions consumed by updates, with too little time devoted to important strategic
considerations and decision-making.

2. There is no one means to effectuate good communications outside the boardroom between the CEO and directors.
Communications may occur informally through one-on-one communications with directors or regularly scheduled, but
unofficial, group telephone calls and/or written reports to directors. Whatever means are adopted, companies need to
be careful to not overburden the CEO and his or her management team with unnecessary reporting duties or to
encroach on the CEO’s day-to-day management responsibilities.

3. An important role of an independent director on the board of a private company is to fill the existing board’s
knowledge and experience gaps, perhaps bringing to the board an independent director’s industry knowledge and
experience or special subject matter knowledge, e.g., technology or marketing expertise, separate from specific
industry experience.

4. Independent directors can be valuable to family-run companies or companies with multiple founders. Outside trusted
directors can help mediate conflict and introduce a measure of neutrality to a company’s decision-making.

5. Traditional networking and word-of-mouth hiring are not always effective at identifying the best director candidates.
Management should be prepared to think imaginatively beyond “old boy” networks, including possibly engaging a
search firm, to better access a broader pool of talented, and more diverse, director candidates.

6. Good chemistry among the board and CEO is crucial for the company’s long-term success. While achieving a good
blend of perspectives on a board is important, maintaining a level of trust and cohesion among a group of people with
different backgrounds and different interests cannot be overlooked. This takes ongoing effort to accomplish.

7. The relationship between a board and a CEO can be a sensitive one. Building strong relationships before problems
arise is key to weathering possible future storms. A board should work to create and maintain a collaborative, high-
trust relationship with the CEO. While responsible for overseeing management, the board needs to empower the CEO
manage the company and his or her team and avoid intrusion into CEO duties. In difficult times, especially when the
CEO is failing, the board may need to increase its involvement, including, if necessary, removal and replacement of the
CEO. In those circumstances, failure to have built and maintained strong relationships between the board and CEO will
make the board’s involvement during difficult times only more problematic.

8. Venture capitalists (VCs) invest in people as much as they invest in ideas. Coming in and immediately removing
existing leadership of an early-stage company is very seldom a sound plan. Rather, if possible, VCs should embrace an
atmosphere of collaboration. If leadership issues arise, VCs may consider electing a chairman of the board of directors
to guide the CEO, not threaten to replace him or her. Building a track record of working with management can go a
long way toward putting a company in position for success.
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9. Venture capitalists occupy board seats of early-stage companies for reasons mostly aligned with the goals of the
company’s founders. More often than not, when VCs take positions on the boards of companies in which they invest,
they do so because they honestly believe that they can help the company navigate the choppy waters of early-stage
development. As investors, VCs want to protect the company against risk, not unlike the company’s founders. While
independent directors can bring unique perspectives to the boardroom, VCs can also be effective directors because
they have devoted significant time, money and effort into knowing the business and have a stake in its success.

10. Strategy is paramount. If board meetings are not effective for discussing strategy for any reason, board committees
are capable substitutes. Appointing board committees charged with specific tasks, like audit, compensation or risk
management, can help the board stay on track and ensure that important issues are afforded the necessary time and
consideration.
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